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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the open knowledge structure of Roman
Tutor, a simulation-based intelligent tutoring system we are developing to teach
astronauts how to manipulate the Space Station Remote Manipulator (SSRMS),
known as “Canadarm II”, on the International Space Station (ISS). We show
that by representing the complex ISS-related knowledge in the form of a threelayered architecture with different levels of abstraction, and by using a new
approach for robot path planning called FADPRM, it is no longer necessary to
plan in advance what feedback to give to the learner or to explicitly create a
complex task graph to support the tutoring process.

1. Introduction
This paper presents Roman Tutor, a simulation-based tutoring system to support
astronauts in learning how to operate the Space Station Remote Manipulator
(SSRMS), an articulated robot arm mounted on the international space station (ISS).
Fig. 1-a illustrates a snapshot of the SSRMS on ISS. Astronauts operate the SSRMS
through a workstation located inside one of the ISS compartments. As illustrated on
Fig. 1-b, the workstation has an interface with three monitors, each connected to a
camera placed at a strategic location of the ISS. There are a total of 14 cameras on the
ISS, but only three of them are seen at a time through the workstation. A good choice
of the camera on each of the three monitors is essential for a correct and safe
operation of the robot.
SSRMS can be involved in various tasks on the ISS, ranging from moving a load
from one place of the station to another to inspect the ISS structure (using a camera
on the arm’s end effector) and making repairs. These tasks must be carried out very
carefully to avoid collision with the ISS structure and to maintain safety-operating
constraints on SSRMS (such as avoiding collisions with itself and singularities). At
different phases of a given manipulation such as moving a payload using the arm (Fig.
2), the astronaut must choose a setting of cameras that provides him with the best
visibility while keeping a good appreciation of his evolution in the task. Thus
astronauts are trained not only to manipulate the arm per se, but also to recognize

visual cues on the station that are crucial in mentally reconstructing the actual
working environment from just three monitors each giving a partial and restricted
view, and to remember and be able to select cameras depending on the task and other
parameters.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. ISS with SSRMS (a) and the workstation (b)
One challenge in developing a good training simulator is of course to build it so
that one can reason on it. This is even more important when the simulator is built for
training purpose [1]. Up until now, Simulation-Based Tutoring is possible only if
there is an explicit problem space associated with tasks that are carried out during
training to be able to track student actions and to generate relevant tutoring feedbacks
[2,3]. Knowledge and model tracing are only possible in these conditions [4].
However, it is not always possible to explicitly develop a well-informed task structure
in some complex domains, especially in domains where spatial knowledge is used, as
there are many possibilities to solve a given problem. This paper proposes a solution
to this issue through a system called RomanTutor which uses a path planner to
support spatial reasoning on a simulator and make it possible model tracing tutoring
without an explicit task structure. We developed a simulator of the ISS and SSRMS
with quite realistic rendering and kinematics constraints as with the real environment.
The Simulator knowledge structure will be described later. Fig. 2 illustrates a
snapshot of the simulator with SSRMS moving a payload from one place to another
on the ISS. This simulates an operation that actually took place during the
construction of the ISS.
As most complex tasks deal in one way or another with moving the SSRMS and
for the simulator to be able to understand students’ operations in order to provide
feedback, it must itself be aware of the space constraints and be able to move the arm
by itself. A path-planner that calculates arm’s moves without collision and consistent
with best available cameras views is the key training resource on which other
resources and abstract tutoring processes hinge.
After a brief description of the path planner, we outline the different components of
Roman Tutor and show how the path planner is used to provide amazingly relevant
tutoring feedback to the learner.

2. The FADPRM Path-Planner
In the literature, several approaches dealing with the path-planning problem for robots
in constrained environments were found [7-9]. Several implementations were carried
out on the basis of these various approaches and much of them are relatively effective
and precise. The fact is that none of these techniques deals with the problem of
restricted sight we are dealing with in our case [10].
That’s why we designed and implemented FADPRM [11] a new flexible and
efficient approach for robot path planning in constrained environments. In more of the
obstacles the robot must avoid, our approach holds account of desired and non-desired
(or dangerous) zones. This will make it possible to take into account the disposition of
cameras on the station. Thus, our planner will try to bring the robot in zones offering
the best possible visibility of the progression while trying to avoid zones with reduced
visibility.
FADPRM [11] allows us to put in the environment different zones with arbitrary
geometrical forms. A degree of desirability dd, a real in [0 1] is assigned to each zone.
The dd of a desired zone is then near 1, and the more it approaches 1, the more the
zone is desired; the same for a non-desired zone where the dd is in [0 0.5]. On the
international Space Station, the number, the form and the placement of zones reflect
the disposition of cameras on the station. A zone covering the field of vision of a
camera will be assigned a high dd (near 1) and will take a shape which resembles that
of a cone; whereas a zone that is not visible by any camera from those present on the
station will be considered as an non-desired zone with a dd near to 0 and will take an
arbitrary polygonal shape.
The ISS environment is then preprocessed into a roadmap of collision-free robot
motions in regions with highest desirability degree. More precisely, the roadmap is a
graph such that every node n is labeled with its corresponding robot configuration n.q
and its degree of desirability n.dd, which is the average of dds of zones overlapping
with n.q. An edge (n,n') connecting two nodes is also assigned a dd equal to the
average of dd of configurations in the path-segment (n.q,n'.q). The dd of a path (i.e., a
sequence of nodes) is an average of dd of its edges.
Following probabilistic roadmap methods (PRM) [12], we build the roadmap by
picking robot configurations probabilistically, with a probability that is biased by the
density of obstacles. A path is then a sequence of collision free edges in the roadmap,
connecting the initial and goal configurations.
Following the Anytime Dynamic A* (AD*) approach [13], to get new paths when
the conditions defining safe zones have dynamically changed, we can quickly re-plan
by exploiting the previous roadmap. On the other hand, paths are computed through
incremental improvements so that the planner can be called at anytime to provide a
collision-free path and the more time it is given, the better the path optimizes moves
through desirable zones. Therefore, our planner is a combination of the traditional
PRM approach [12] and AD* [13] and it is flexible in that it takes into account zones
with degrees of desirability. This explains why we called it Flexible Anytime
Dynamic PRM (FADPRM).
We implemented FADPRM as an extension to the Motion Planning Kit
(MPK)[12] by changing the definition of PRM to include zones with degrees of
desirability and changing the algorithm for searching the PRM with FADPRM. The

calculation of a configuration’s dd and a path’s dd is a straightforward extension of
collision checking for configurations and path segments. For this, we customized the
Proximity Query Package (PQP)[14]. In the next section, we show how FADPRM is
used as a tutoring resource within Roman Tutor.

3. Roman Tutor
3.1 Roman Tutor architecture
Roman Tutor’s architecture contains six main components (Fig. 2): the simulator, the
FADPRM path planner, the movie generator, the task editor, the student model and
the tutoring sub-system.
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Fig. 2. Roman Tutor Architecture
As most knowledge related to the simulation-based robotic manipulation in Roman
Tutor is mainly consistent with spatial reasoning, an appropriate structure is needed
for the simulator. We equipped our system with a path planner, FADPRM, which as
we said before will provide a framework to support the reasoning process within the
simulator. However, this reasoning base won’t be sufficient to bring useful tutoring
explanations to guide and orient the astronaut during his manipulations. The level of
explanation that could be given here remains very limited because the planner is
connected at the logical level (level 1) of the simulator which is made up essentially
of physical components in the environment such as the robot, the obstacles, the
cameras and the zones, and some related low-level parameters and variables such as
the configuration of the robot, the degree of desirability and whether there is a
collision or not. This level is equivalent to the structure proposed by Forbus [15]. As
we already said, a useful way to better support spatial reasoning is to extract and

explicitly represent qualitative descriptions of shape and space. This is also known as
spatial aggregation [5,6]. We did this by adding 2 other levels within the whole
architecture for an elaborate cognitive support: the cognitive level and the intentional
level.
The cognitive level (level 2) corresponds to an aggregation of the logical level in
terms of zones and corridors of safe operation annotated by different domain
knowledge elements. Corridors define portions of path the learner could raise during
the manipulation of the robot from one place to another on the station. They are
defined generally according to the geometry of the environment, the density and
location of obstacles and to the choice of the spatial orientation predefined in the ISS
environment (Which axis defines going down or up for example? The x-axis? The zaxis?). These corridors are annotated with high-level data providing an elaborated
basis for the explanation process as said before, such as visibility through cameras
and some environment-related knowledge (proximity to main obstacles, etc.). Zones
define precise places of the station with particular characteristics we have to raise
during the explanation process in order to draw the learner’s attention on some
specific knowledge in the environment such as narrow passages, or very small devices
to which we have to pay a particular attention like antennas for example. The whole
environment is thus aggregated into various areas annotated with appropriate
knowledge in order to get more semantic richness in guiding the astronaut during
displacements of the arm (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Space aggregation into corridors and zones
The intentional level (level 3) contains structures of predefined tasks. The task’s
structure is a problem space made up a set of corridors and zones defined in level 2.
The intentional level makes it possible to better follow the evolution of the astronaut
in the execution of the selected task. More specifically, a task’s problem space
consists of a set of sequences of corridors the astronaut could undertake and a set of
zones that could be related to these robot’s displacements. For example, in a task for
moving a load from one place to another, the learner could make the robot go through
corridor 1 until reaching a specific element of the ISS, then follow corridor 2 until the
robot becomes visible through the camera on the right corner of the Truss and reach

the goal. Another path to execute the same task could be just going throw corridor 3
until reaching the final configuration while paying attention to zone 3 containing a
tiny antenna.
The student model makes it possible to keep track of the learner’s domain
knowledge acquisition during trainings in order to better adapt the interaction. In
addition to keeping a record on the performances of the learner, this model also stores
environment-related knowledge the student acquired/understood and information on
what procedures or concepts he used. It thus refers to levels 2 and 3.
The expert designs and publishes new tasks by accessing the Task Editor menu.
The creation of a new task automatically requires the creation of a related abstract
knowledge structure. The latter is defined at level 3 and refers to elements of level 2.
We however left the possibility of creating new tasks directly in level 2 (without
explicit task structures). Such a task does not allow a tutorial reasoning at the 3rd level
of the simulator but is very suitable in the free practice mode where the astronaut
could generate new tasks if needed.
The movie generator is a very important tutoring resource in the context of our
simulator. It takes a plan computed by the path planner according to the
demonstration needs and generates a movie illustrating the path proposed through
appropriate cameras.
The tutoring sub-system consists of a cognitive tutor and a non-cognitive tutor. The
non-cognitive tutor uses the FADPRM path planner to reason at level 1 of the
simulator, whereas the cognitive tutor reasons starting from level 3 and allows
thorough explanations during task execution. The rest of the paper focuses on the
non-cognitive tutor.
3.2. Roman Tutor user interface
The Roman Tutor interface (Fig. 4) resembles that of the robotic workstation on
which the astronaut operates to manipulate the SSRMS. We have three monitors each
of them connected to one of the fourteen cameras present on the station. On each
monitor, we have buttons and functionalities to move the corresponding camera: Tilt,
Pan and Zoom.
SSRMS can be manipulated in two modes: the For mode or the Joint-by-Joint
mode. In the For mode, the learner moves the robot starting from his end-effector’s
position and by commanding him to go forward or backward, left or right and up or
down. In the Joint-by-Joint mode, the learner selects a joint in the robot and moves it
according to the link assigned to it. In the two modes, the manipulation is done
incrementally. While manipulating the robot, the astronaut can choose and change the
camera in each monitor to have a better sight of the zone he is working in.
Windows at the bottom of the Roman tutor interface contain the trace done so far
by the astronaut. Every operation done by the learner is posted on this window: the
selection of a new camera in a monitor, the displacement of a camera and the
manipulation of the robot in the For/Joint-by-Joint mode. This trace contains also all
information about the current state: if there is a collision or not, the coordinates of the
End-Effector, the position and the orientation of the cameras.

Fig. 4. Roman Tutor User Interface
The Trace window keeps then a continuous track of all operations done so far by
the learner. So if he had done a mistake (a collision for example), by inspecting the
Trace window, he will find out to what this was due to and he will see what to do to
get out of it.
Roman Tutor‘s interface contains four main menus: Task, Mode, Ask and Tools.
From the menu ‘Task’, the learner chooses one of the several tasks he wants to work
on. From the second menu ‘Mode’, the learner chooses between two different modes:
Free and Assisted. In the ‘Assisted’ mode, the non-cognitive tutor intervenes when
needed to support the learner by guiding him or by giving him an illustrated video of
the task he has to do. In the ‘Free’ mode, the learner relies only on the Trace window
to carry on his task. In the two modes, the ‘Ask’ menu allows the learner to ask
different types of questions while executing a task. In the last menu ‘Tools’, the
expert is provided with three different tools that will help him design and validate
new tasks to add into the system. These different tools are: the FADPRM PathPlanner, the Movie Generator and the Task Generator.

4. Using FADPRM Path-Planner for the Tutoring Assistance
One of the main goals of an intelligent tutoring system is to actively provide relevant
feedback to the student in problem solving situations [3]. This kind of support
becomes very difficult when an explicit representation of the training task is not
available. This is the case in the ISS environment where the problem space associated
with a given task consists of an infinite number of paths. Moreover, there is a need to
generate new tasks on the fly without any cognitive structure. Roman Tutor brings a

solution to these issues by using FADPRM as main resource for the tutoring
feedback.
4.1. Training Tasks in Roman Tutor
Roman Tutor includes four different types of tasks on which we may train astronauts:
Spatial Awareness, GoTo, Inspect and Repair.
The ‘Spatial Awareness’ task improves the learner’s knowledge about the space
station’s environment by providing him with some exercises such as naming and
locating ISS elements, zones and cameras. This is a very important activity since
astronauts don’t have a complete view of the station while manipulating the robot and
must memorize a spatial model of the ISS in order to execute the different tasks. In
the ‘Assisted’ mode, the non-cognitive tutor invokes this type of activity when it
notices a lack of understanding in the student profile about some environment-related
knowledge during the displacements of the robot.
In the ‘GoTo’ task (Fig. 5), the learner has to move the SSRMS, carrying a load or
not, from one position to another different on the ISS.
Inspect and Repair tasks are variants of the ‘GoTo’ task. In ‘Inspect’, the astronaut
is trained on how to go towards an element or a zone in the station and how to inspect
it at several different points. In the ‘Repair’ task, the astronaut is trained on how to go
towards an element of the station and how to execute some repairs on it at several
points using the manipulator.

Fig. 5. ‘GoTo’ Task in Roman Tutor
4.2. Continuous Tutoring Assistance in Roman Tutor
As we said in the previous section, the astronaut can choose between two modes:
‘Free’ and ‘Assisted’. In the assisted mode, the non-cognitive tutor continuously
assists the learner during his progression in the task.

In ‘GoTo’ tasks for example, the non-cognitive Tutor uses the anytime capability
of the FADPRM path planner to validate incrementally student’s action or sequence
of actions, give information about the next relevant action or sequence of actions, and
generate relevant task demonstration resources using the movie generator. In Fig. 5,
the learner is shown an illustration of the task he’s working on.
In the ‘Inspect’ Task, the learner has to reach several points on different positions
of the station. The non-cognitive tutor calls the FADPRM Planner incrementally
between these different positions and provides the learner with different indications
that will help him follow the plan linking all these different points.
An analogue scheme is also used (both in the ‘Free’ and ‘Assisted’ mode) with the
different questions in the ‘Ask’ menu. These questions may be of three different
forms: How To, What if and Why Not. Several extensions are associated to these
different questions. For example, with ‘How to’, one could have: How to Go To, How
to avoid obstacle, How to go through zone. Roman Tutor answers How-To questions
by generating a path consistent with the best cameras views using FADPRM and by
calling the movie generator to build an interactive animation that follows that path.
The incremental planning capability of FADPRM is used by Roman Tutor to bring
answers to the What-If and Why-Not questions. In both cases, Roman Tutor provides
the learner with relevant explanations given that his action or sequence of actions is
out of scope of the generated plan or may bring him to a dead end.
We see here the importance of having FADPRM as a planner in our system to
guide the evolution of the astronaut. By taking into account the disposition of the
cameras on the station, we are assured that the plan the learner is following passes
through zones that are visible from at least one of the cameras placed on the
environment.

Conclusion
In this paper, we described how a new approach for robot path planning called
FADPRM could play an important role in providing tutoring feedback to a learner
during training on a robot simulator. The capability of the path-planner built within
the simulator’s architecture to predict and to determine what manipulations might
achieve a desired effect makes it a useful component in training systems involving the
‘physical’ world. We also, detailed the architecture of the intelligent tutoring system
Roman Tutor in which FADPRM is integrated.
This constitutes a very important contribution especially in the field of intelligent
tutoring systems. In fact, we showed that it is not necessary to plan in advance what
feedback to give to the learner or to explicitly create a complex task graph to support
the tutoring process.
Many extensions are under study to improve the performance of our intelligent
tutoring simulator. The most important one will be to implement and test the
cognitive tutor which exploits levels 2 and 3 of the simulator’s structure. This will
allow us to validate the usefulness of these layers in cognitive tutoring. We will also
improve the expressiveness of domain knowledge structures under SSRMS within the

three layers of the simulator. This will lead to a better problem diagnosis process
during training.
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